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No. 23 of 1953. 
BRITISH GUIANA 

REGULATIONS 
MADE UNDER 

THE TRANSPORT AND HARBOURS ORDINANCE, 1931, 
(No. 30 of 1931). 

UNDER SECTION 37 (2) OF THE TRANSPORT AND HAR-
BOURS ORDINANCE, 1931, AS AMENDED BY SECTION 3 
OF THE TRANSPORT AND HARBOURS (AMENDMENT) 
ORDINANCE, 1951, THE FOLLOWING REGULATIONS 
HAVE BEEN MADE BY THE GENERAL MANAGER WITH 
THE APPROVAL OF THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL: -
1. These Regulations may be cited as the Intercolonial Ships Short

(Masters, Mates and Engineers Certificates) Regulations, 1953. title. 
2. (1) The General Manager shall, with the approval of the Bo ·d of Governor in Cow1cil appoint a board of examiners (hereinafter ex!i�iners. 

referred to as "the Board") , for the purpose of holding examina-
tions for the award of certificates of competency (hereinafter 
referred to as "certificates") as master, mate or engineer of an 
intercolonial ship. 

(2) The Board shall consist of the Harbour Master and
such other fit and proper persons the General Manager shall ap
point. 

'(3) The Harbour Master shall be the Chief Examiner at 
examination::; for masters and mates certificates. The General 

; Manager shall appoint a fit and proper person to be the Chief 
·-.. Examiner for engineers certificates.

(4.) No person shall be appointed tC1 be a member of the 
Board unless -

(a) he has attained the rank of Lieutenant in Her
Majesty's Navy; or

(b) he holds a Master Mariners foreign going certificate
of competency issued by the Ministry of Transport
or the equivalent certi.ficate issued by or on behalf
of the Government of one of Her Majesty's
Dominions; or

(c) he holds an International or home trade certificate
issued by or on behalf of the Government of the
Colony, or the Government of Trinidad or the
Marine Board of Jamaica; or

(d) he holds a certificate of competency as a first class
engineer issued by the Board of Trade or the equiva
lent certificate issued by or on behalf of the Govern
ment of one of Her Majesty's Dominions; or

(e) he holds an intercolonial or home trade certificate
of competency as a first class engineer issued by or
on behalf of the Government of the Colony, the
Government of Trinidad or the Marine Board of
Jamaica.

(5) The General Manager shall appoint a Secretary to
the Board. . _, 

4. Examinations for certificates shall be hel�. at such times Time�- of
and places as the Chief Examiner shall, by notice published in the e

t
?Camma-

Gazette, appoint, ions. 
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5. (1) Every person who desires to obtain a certificate shall
make application in writing to the Secretary 28 clear days before
the date of examination and every such application shall be
accompanied by the prescribed fee. 

(2) Every application shall be accompanied by -
· (a) testimonials as to the applicant's sea service, charac-�

ter and sobriety; one of which must be from the
Master of the last vessel he served on; 

(b) in the case of a candidate for a certificate as master
or mate, a certificate showing that he has passed 
the form and colour vision tests from time to time 
approved by the Ministry of Transport for the exam
ination of masters and mates in the merchant ser
vice; 

(C) in the case of a candidate for a certificate as a mas
ter, a certificate from a registered medical practi
ti,oner that the candidate has passed a proficiency
test in first-aid; and 

(d) in the case of a candidate for a certificate as a first 
class or second class engineer, a certificate of appren
ticeship. 

6. Every candidate shall produce such proof of nationality 
as the Board may require. Candidates who are not British sub
jects may be granted temporary certificates on satisfying the 
Board that they have a sufficient knowledge of the English lan
guage to enable them to perform their duties adequately on a
British ship. �7. The follo1.,ving examination fees shall be payable -

(a) for the master's certificate . . $10
(b) for the engineer's certificate (first class) $10
( c) for the mate's certificate $ 5
(,d) for the engineer's certificate (second class) $ 5

8. Examinations for certificates shall be governed by the
syllabus in the Schedule to th�e Regulations. 

9. No person may be examined for a certificate -
(a) as a master or second class engineer before he has

attained the age of 23 years; or 
(b) as a mate before he has reached the age of 20 years;

or 
(c) as a first class engineer before he has reached the

age of 24 years. 
10. (1) Every candidate for a certificate as master shall

satisfy the Board that he has served 5 years on deck in a foreign
going or intercolonial ship and fot 12 months of that periorl he
has held a mate's intercolonial certificate and has served as mate
for that time. Any such candidate who desir.es a sailing ship
endorsement on his certificate shall satisfy the Board that he has 
spent at least 3 years of the aforesaid period of 5 years in a for
eign going or intercolonial sailing ship and that for 12 months of �
the period of 3 years he has held a mate's intercolonial certificate
with a sailing ship endorsement for that time. 

(2) Every candidate for a certificate as mate shall



satisfy the Board that he has served 4 years at sea on deck in a 
foreign going or intercolonial ship, and every such candidate who 
desires a sailing ship endorsement on his certificate shall satisfy 
the Board that he has spent 2 years of the aforesaid period on a 

�foreign going or intercolonial sailing ship. 
' (3) Every candidate for a certificate as a second class

engineer shall satisfy the Board that he has served an appren
ticeship of at least 5 years in an engine repair shop, and 2 years 
at sea as a junior engineer in a foreign going or intercolonial 
steamship or motor ship. Any candidate who has served in a 
steamship and who desires a diesel endorsement shall satisfy the 
Board that he has served an additional 9 months in a foreign 
going or intercolonial motor ship as a junior engineer, and any 
candi,date who has served in a motor ship and desires a steam 
endorsement shall satisfy the Board that he has served an addi
tional 12 months as junior engineer in a foreign going or inter
colonial steamship. 

(4) Every candidate for a certificate as a first class en
gineer shall satisfy the Board that he has served three years at 
sea in a foreign going or intercolonial steamship or motor ship, 
and at least 12 months of such period as a second engineer holding 
a certificate as such. Any candidate who has served in a steam
ship and desires a diesel endorsement shall satisfy the Board 
that he has served an additional 9 months as a junior engineer 
holding a certificate as a second class engineer in a foreign going 
or intercolonial motorship, and any candidate who has served in 

� iil 

- _a motor ship and desires a steam endorsement shall satisfy the 
' Board that he has served an additional 12 months at .sea as a 

junior engineer holding a certificate as a second engineer m a 
foreign going or intercolonial steamship. 

11. (1) The Board shall award a certificate to every candi- Award of
date· who, in their opinion, has attained a satisfactory standard certifi-
in the examination and who has given satisfactory proof of his cates.

sobriety, experience, ability and general good conduct on board 
ship. 

(2) Every certificate shail be in duplicate, and the dupli
cate portion shall be kept by the Harbour Master, together with a 
record of all certificates granted under these Regulations. 

12. Every examiner shall be paid out of the general revenue
of the Colony a fee of $15.00 for each examination for a certificate 
as master or first class engineer, and a fee of $2.50 for each exam
ination for a cer:ificate as mate or second class engineer. 

Remunera .. 
tion of 
examiners. 

13. Where any certificate issued under these Regulations has Loss, etc.
been lost or destroyed, the Harbour Master may, on the applica- of certi

tion of the holder, upon being satisfied as to the identity of the fica�e. 
applicant and the loss or destruction of the certificate, issue a 
certified copy of such certificate to the applicant upon payment 
of a fee of $1. 

SCHEDULE Reg. 8 
Chart Examination: Written and Oral. 

MASTER AND MATE: INTERCOLONIAL 

(A fulier knowledge of the Chartwork syllabus is required for Master). 
1. On a chart to find the true course and distance between two

points; given compass error, to find magnetic and compass coi1rse, and 
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vice versa: to keep the Dead Reckoning on a chart; to lay off courses 
a1lowing for current; to find the set and drift of the current from data 
supplied. 

2. To fix the position on a chart by cr-oss bearings; by bearings of
a single object, with run between, allowing for current; by the bearing 
and vertical angle of a given object; by the bearing of a ligiht when\ 
rising or dipping, the heigiht of the light being known. 

3. The use of danger angles.
4. Chart abbreviations and symbols.
5. Notices to mariners.

Practical Navigation. 
MATE: INTERCOLONIAL 

1. To find the time of Higih Water by the High Water Fuli and
Change constant; the use of tide tables; light lists, sailing directions. 

2. To find the true bearing of the sum by azimuth and amplitude
fables, and from the compass bearing to obtain compass error. 

To have a thorough knowledge of magnetic compass error, deviation 
and variation. 

3. Fix ship's latitude by meridian altitude of the sun.
4. Read a barometer, either in inohes or in millibars, read a ther

mometer, and answer simple questions on these instruments. 
5. Be able to use a sextant, both for horizontal• and vertical angles,

and to understand the adjustments of the sextant. 
6. Knowledge of weather conditions and currents which may be

experienced in the Caribbean Area; avoidance of the centre of a hurri
cane. 

7. To be able to navigate by dead reckoning (day's work, etc.)
MAST·IDR: INTERCOLONIAL 

In addition to Practical Navigation for Mate Intercolonia,1, 
1. To find the true bearing of the sun, a star or plianet by azimuth

:md amplitude tables, and from the compass bearing to obtain the com
pass error. 

2. To fix a vessel's position by observations of the sun, stars, or
planets, for both latitude and longitude (any formula may be used). 

3. The uses of a marine hydrometer.
Steamship and NaLttical K nowledge - Elementary 

knowledge of ships construction. For Master only: Working 
knowledg ,of ship Master's Business. 

MASTER AND MATE. 
(A fuller knowledge of the Steamship syllabus is required for Master). 

A thorough knowledge of the Regulations for preventing collisions at 
sea (Artio1es 1 to 31). Candidates will not be requirel to repeat the 
Articles word by word. 

Distress and Pilot signals, the use of rockets. T:he marking and 
use •of ordinary lead line, mechanical sounding machine and ships' logs. 

Anchor and cables, mooring and unmooring, berthing and unbert:h
ing, effect of screw. 

Handllng of ship in bad weather and when disabled. Management 
of a ship's boat, construction, equipment. 

Knowledge of cargo handling equipment, ropes, purchases, rigging; 
cargo stowage; trin1, ballast tanks, fire extinguishing appliances; know
ledge of Load Line. 

' 

� 

Working knowledge of International Code Signals; signaHing morse 
£!ashing or reading up to six words per minute. ' 

Candidates for sai1ing ship endorsement must answer q-uestions re
garding the management and manoeuvring of sailing vessels. 

FIRST CLASS ENGINEER. 
A Candidate for a Certificate of Competency as Fil'st Class Engineer 
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whether "Steam1
' or "Motor" is required to write legibly, spell correctly 

and exp,ress himself generally in creditable English. 

GENERAL ENGINEERING - SCIENCE 

(Six out of nine questions to be attempted). 
(Time aJ.lowed -· 3 hours.) 

To show a knowledge of:-
Mass, volume, specific gravity, Areas and solids. Application of 

Simpson's Rules to areas and vo1wnes. Displacement, linear and angular 
velocity; Uniform l:inea•r and angular acceleration; relative velocity; 
Vectors. Triangle and para11elograms of velocities or forces. 
F•orces, moments and couples, centre of g,ravity, conditions 
of equilibrium. Work and power. Solidf friction. Inclined plane; 
Simple machines, velocity ratio, mechanical advantage and effi
ciency. Centrifugal force, its incidence in madhine parts, incLuding the 
rims of fly wheels. Transmission of power by gearing. Elementary 
friydrostatics and hydraui1ics. Principle of Archimedes; Basic ideas of 
fluid pressure and fluid friction. Flow through pipes and orifices. S.tress, 
strain and elasticity. Hook's Law. Moduli of elasticity, simpie tension, 
compression and shear. Bending moment' and sheru:ing force diagrams 
for cantilevers and simply supported beams with concentrated or uni
form loading. Strength of beams. Torsion strength and stiffness of round 
shafts •and power transmitted. Thin cylindrical and spherical shells. 
Strength ·of singie, double and treble riveted lap and butt joints, welded 
joints. Stresses and strains in single members due to change of tem
perature. 

HEAT AND HEAT ENGINES . 

(Six out of nine questions to be attempted). 
(Time allowed - 3 hours.) 

Temperature scales and their conversion. Linear and volumetric 
ex;pansion or contraction due to change of temperature. Co-efficient of 
expansion. Specific heat. Resulting temperatures of mixtures at differ
ent temperatures. Conduction, convection and radiation of heat. Boyle's 
Law and· Oharies' Law and their combination. Relations between specific 
heat at constant pressure and! constant volume. Adiabatic expansion and 
compress-ion p.v. = a constant. Change of state. Sensible heat', latent 
heat and super heat. Energy, methods of measurement of energy and 
work. Mechanical equivalent of heat. Fuels and the generation of heat 
by combustion. Calorific vaiue of fuels. Gene,ration of steam. Dryness 
fraction of steam. Condensers and vacuum, advantages of using steam 
expansively. Elen1:entary princip,les and cyc,les of operafion of steam and 
internal combustion engines and air comp,ressors. Calculation of work 
done with hypothetica1 pressure-vo1ume diagrams with constant steam 
pressu1,e and with expansion according to the law p.v. = a constant. Mean 
referred pressure. CyJinder volume ratios. Heat balance wibh reference 
to engine and boiler trials. Results to be expected from the application 
of high pressm:e steam of compounding, super-heating and steam jacket
ing. Vaive diagrams for steam engines. Cam diagrams for intern•aJ 
combustion engines. Elementary principles of the steam turbine. Effi
ciency of i'efrigerating machinery. Boilers and evaporators. Thermal, 
mechanical and overall efficiencies. 

EL·ECTROTEOHNOLOGY AND IDLEMENTARY NAVAL 
.A!RCHITECTURE. 

(Four out of six questions to be attempted,) 
(Time all'owed - 2 ½ !hours,) .,

The effects of an electrical current - chemical, mag11etic and heat
ing prhnary cells and .accumulators. Electro1'ysis. Simple magnetic and 
electromagnetic phenomena. 
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Application of electromagnetic induction phenomena to the generator. 
Practical electrical units. (D.C.) Ohms law. Laws of 

resistance. Effetcs of temperatm1e on resistance. Group,ing of resis
tances. Mechanical and heat equivalents. Modes of current d,ist:ribution 
for lighting and power purposes. Displacement, wetted surface, block or 
prismati'.! co-efficients of fineness of displacement, co-efficients of fine- Tness of water plane. Tons per inClh immersion. Aitera1ion in draught 
owing to change in density of the water. Shift of centre of gravity by 
adding, removing, shifting or consuming fuel, cargo or ballast. Relation 
between speed of vessel and fuel consumption. Action of propel�'er, slip, 
thrust and power. Admiralty and fuel co-efficients. Simple p-robJeims on 
strength and structural members to resist liquid pressure. 
ENGINEERING KNOWLEDGE. 

(Six out of nine question" to be attempted.) 
(Two papers - Time atlowed - 3 hours ea.ch) 

The engineering knowledge to be sihown by candidates is that which 
i:::: required for the use, operation and maintenance of the machinery, 
equipment and ship structure usually in the charge of the engineer. A 
knowledge of the 1nethods of manufacture of the various comjponents is 
also r,equired. 

Candidaes for certificates and endorsements are required to take a 
written examination followed by an oral examination. Candidates may 
be required to ilLustrate thei-r answers by means of freehand sketches. 

To be fami,i'iar with the physical characterists of the metals, otiher 
materials commonJy used by sea-going engineers. 

To have a c,reditable knowledge of the facts relating to steam, heat, 
combustion and the formation of smoke. 

The use, constructional details and princip,l:es .involved in the action 
of the pressure gauge, volt meter, ammeter, thermometer, pyrometer, 

1 barometer, salimom.eter, hydrometer and other meters comm,only used -'i 
by engineers on board ship. 

The causes, effects and usuai remedies for incrustation and c-orroswn. 
Feed water and blow densitites and scale formation. 
The methods of dealing with wear and tear of machinery and boilers. 
Alig1m1ent of machinery parts including shafting, the correction of 

defects due to corrosion, flaw or accidents, and how a temporary or 
permanent repair could be effected in the event of derangement or total 
breakdown. 

To understand the constructional details and principies of action of 
centrifugal, bu:::ket and force pumps. The general requirements con
cerning feed fuel, bilge and bai1ast pumping systems. 

To understand the constructional and working of steering engines 
and gears, refrigerating machinery, hydraulic machinery, and such steam 
and internal combustion engines as are used for emergency and auxiliary 
machinery on board ship. 

The iay out and working of electric light and power circuits; single 
v:ire; two wire, tlhree wire and rir.g main systems. 

Use of the megger. 
Application of the indicator, calculation of mean pa·essure and horse 

power. Fluctuation of pressure in the cylinder as shown by indicator 
diagrams. 

Precautions against fire or expiosives due to oil or gas. Flash point. 
The danger of leakage from oil tanks, pipes, etc., particularly in bilges 
er other unventilated spaces. The action of wire gauze chaplhragms. 
Spontaneous combustion of coai. Ventilation and storage of coal. Fire 
detection, methods of dealing with fire; action or maintenance of fh--e 
extinguishers. The maintenance in good working order of any machin
ery or other appliances ·which may be placed in ibis charge, how to pro
vide against defects and breakdowns; carrying out or direction of any 
repairs or renewals that may be required. 
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A Candidate for steam Certificate of Competency must also under
stand:-

The various designs of marine steam engines (including turbine) now 
adopted, the functions of each important part and the attention required 
by the different parts of the maelhinery on board ship. The methods of 
testing and altering the setting of the steam •admission and exhaust va1'ves 
and the effect produced in the working of the engines by definite altera
tion of the valves setting. 

'.I1he constructional details and working of evaporators, feed water, 
],eaters and feed water filters. 

Marine boilers of various modern designs; the manner of staying 
them and ai:so the prevention of movement of boilers when vessels are 
pitching or rolling. The determination by calculation of suitable work
ing pressures for boilers of given· dimensions. The use and management 
of boiler fittings and mountings with special reference to water gauges 
2nd safety valves. 

Precautions necessary 11/'hen raising steam and operating stop valves 
with particular reference to the danger arising from water hammer 
action. 

Constructional details, operations and maintenance of instalillitions 
generally employed for assisting draught, superheating steam and burn
ing coal and oil fuel'. 

A Candidate for "Mot01·" Certificate of Competency must also under
st-and:-

The principles underlying the working of internal combustion· en
gines. The difference between various types of engines, constructional 
dEtails of internal combustion engines in general use. 

The metlhods of supplying air and fuel to the cylinders of engines of 
different types; the construotion of the apparatus for carburetting, 
atomising or gasifying the fuel; the means of cooling the cylinders of 
pistons, constructional details and operation of air compressors. 'I'lhe 
attention required to be paid to the various parts of the maclhinery and 
the use and management of the different valves, pipes and connections. 

Starting and reversing arrangements and the remedy of any troubles 
arising therefrom. 

The attention required for the operation and maintenance of the 
various parts of machinery. The use and managern,ent of valves, pipes, 
connections and safety devices employed. 

Enumeration and description of defoots arising from working of 
machinery' and the remedy for such defects. 

Construction and management of auxiliary steam boilers and machin
ery. 

ORAL EXAMl1NATION. 

The oral examination will be largely based upon the practical know
ledge subjects of the examination and will include questions on the 
management of engines and boilers at sea; the duties of a watdh keeping 
engineer; the work to be done to engines, boilers and auxiliary machin
ery in port, the periodical examination o-f working parts and how machin
ery and boiier casualties, which may occur at sea. may be prevented and 
remedied. 

DRAWING. 

Choice of two drawings.-(Time allowed-6 hours). 
Candidates wi11 be tested in their abiiity to apply tJhe principles of 

projectian and will be asked to draw a plan, elevation or section or a 
combination of these views of a ,piece of marine machinery from infor
mations supplied. 

All the required info1mation for the completion of the drawing will 
be given in the que�tion paper. 
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Second Class Engineer. 
A candidate for a Certificate of Competency as a Second Class En

gineer whether "Steam" or "Motor" is required to write legibly, spell 
currectiy, and express himself generally in creditable English. 

GENERAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE. 

(Six out of nine questions to be attempted). 
(Time a11owed - 3 hours.) 

To show a knowledge of:-
Mass, volume specific gravity. Areas and solids. 
Application of Simpson's Rule to areas and volumes. 
Displacement. Triangle and parallelograms of forces. 
Forces, centre of gravity. 
Work and power. Inclined plane; simple machines, yelocity ratio, 

mechanical advantage and efficiency. 
Centrifugal force. 
Transmission of power by gearing. 
Elementary hydrostatics and hydraulics. Principle of Archimedes. 
Flow through pipes and orifices. 
Stress, strain and elasticity. Hook's Law. Moduli of elasticity, sim

pie tension, compression ,and shear. 
Bending moment and shearing force diagrams for cantilevers ahd 

simply supported beams with concentrated or uniform loading. 
Strength of beams. 
Thin cylindrical and spherica.} shells. Strength of single, double and 

tr.el>le riveted, lap and butt joints. 

HEAT AND HEAT ENGINES. 

(Six out of nine questions to be attempted.) 
(Time •allowed - 3 hours.) 

Temperatures scales and their conversion. 
Specific heat. Resulting temperatures of mixtures at different tem-

peratures. Conduction, convection and radiation of heat. 
Boyle's Law and Charles' Law and their combination. 
Ohange of state. Sensibie• heat, latent heat and super heat. 
Energy, methods of measurement of energy and work. 
Mechanical equivalent of heat. Fuels and the generation of heat by 

combustion. Caloric value of fuels. Generation of steam. 
Condensers -and vacuum, advantages of using steam expansiv-:ly. 
Elementary principles and cycl:es of Operation of steam and internal 

combustion engines and air compressors. 
Cylinder vol,u.me ratios. Results to be expected from the application 

of high pressure steam of compounding, superheating and steam jacket
ing. 

Elementa.ry principies of the steam turbine. 
Efficiency of refrigerating machinery. 
Boilers and evaporators. 
Thermal, mechanical and overall efficiencies. 

ELECTROTECHNOLOGY AND ELEMENTARY NAVAL 
ARCHIYI'ECTURE. 

(Four out of six questions to be attempted.) 
(Time allowed - 2½ hours.) 

The effects of an electrical current - chemical magnetic and heating. 
Primary cells and accumulators. Electrolysis. 
Simpie magnetic and electromagnetic phenomena. 

� 
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Application of electromagnetic induction phenomena to the generator. ._ 
Practic-al electrical units. CD.C.) Ohms Law. Laws of resistance. 
Effects of temperature on resistance. Grouping of resistances. 
Mechanical and heat equivalents. Modes of current distribution fo1· 

lighting and power purposes. 



Displacement, wetted surface, block or prismatic co-efficients of fine
ness of displacement, co-efficients of fineness of water plane. 

Tons per inch immersion. Alteration in draught owing to change in 
density of water. Shift of centre of gravity by adding, removing, shift
ing or consuming fuel, cargo, or ballast. Reiation between speed or ves-

_sel and fuel consumption. Action of propeller, slip, thrust and pow"€r. 
Ad.mi.Talty and fuel co-efficients. Simple problems un strength and struct
ural members to resist liquid pressul'le. 
ENGINEERING KNOWLEDGE. 

(Six out of nine questions to be attempted.) 
(Two papers - Time allowed - 3 hours each.) 

The Engineering knowiedge to be shown by candidates is that which 
1s reqmred for the use, operation and maintenance of the madhinery, 
equipment and ship structur,e usually in the charge of the engineer. 

A knowledge of the methods of manufacture of the various compo
nents is also required. 

Candidates for certificates and endorsements are required to take a 
written examination followed by an oral examination. 

Candidates may be required to illustrate their answers by means of 
freehand sketches. 

To be familiar with the physkal characteristics of the metals; other 
materials commonl,y used by seagoing Engineers. 

To have a creditable knowledge of the facts rei:ating to steam, heat, 
combustion and the formation of smoke. 

The use, constructional details and principles involved in the action 
of th-e pressure gauge, volt meter, ammeter, thermometer, pyrometer, 
barometer, salinometer, hyclrometer, and other meters commonly used 
by engineers on board ship. 

The causes, effects and usual remedies for incrustation and corrosion. 
Feed water and blow densities and scale formation. 
The methods oi dealing with wear and tea,r of machinery and boilers. 
Alignment of maclhinery parts including shafting the correction of 

defects due to corrosion, fi'aws or accidents, and how a temporary or per
manent repair could be effected in the event of derangement or total 
breakdown. 

To understand the c•onstructional details and principles of action of 
centrifugal, bucket and force pumps. The general requirements concern
ing feed fuel, bilge and ballast pumping systems. 

To understand the construction and working of steering engines and 
gea·rs, refrigerating machinery, hydrauli� machinery, and such steam and 
internal combustion engines as are uEed for emergency and auxiliary 
machinery on board ship. 

The lay out and working of eiectric light and power circuits; signal 
wire, two wire, three wire, and ring main systems. 

Use of the meggar. 
Application of the indicator, calculation of mean pressure and horse 

power. Fluctuation ,of pressure in the cylinder as shown by indicator 
diagrams. 

Precautions against fire or ex,plosives due to oil ,or gas. Flash point 
bilges or ·otJher unventilated spaces. The action of wire gauze diaphrams. 
Spontaneous combustion of coal. Ventilation and storage of coal. Fire 
detection methods of dealing with fire; action or maintenance of fire ex
tinguishers. 

The maintenance in good working order of any machine'l.-y or other 
appiiances which may be placed in his charge, how to provide against 
defects and breakdowns; carrying out or direction of any repairs or 
renewals that may be required. 

A candidate for steam Certificate of Competency 
must also understand:-

The various designs of marine steam engines (including turbine) now 
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adopted, the functions of eae1h important. part and the attention required 
by the different parts of 1:!he machinery on board ship. 

The methods of testing and altering the setting of the steam admis
sion and exha.ust valves and the E:ffect produced in the working of the 
engines by definite alteration of the valves setting. 

The constructional details and working of evaporators, feed water, 
heaters and feed water filters. --. 

Marine boilers of various modern designs; the manner of staying 
them and a.lso the prevention of movement of boilers when vessels are 
pitching or r-0Hing. The determination by caiculation of suitable work
ing pressures for boilers of given dimensions. 

The use and management of boiler fittings and mountings with 
special particular reference to the danger arising from water hammer 
action. 

Precautions necessary when raising steam and operating stop valv�s 
with particular reference to the danger arising from water hammer 
action. 

Constructional details, operations and maintenance of installations 
genera1ly employed for assisting draught, supe,rheating steam and burn
ing eoal and oh' fuel. 

A candidate for "Motor" Certificate of Competency must 
also understand:-

The principles underlying the working of internal combustion en
gines. 

The difference between various types of engines, constructional de
tails of internal combustion engines in general use. 

T1he methods of supplying air and fuel to fhe cylinders of engines of 
different types; the construction of the apparatus for carburetting, atomis
ing or gasifying the fuel; the means ::if cooling the cy:linders of pistons, 
constructional detaiis and operation of air compressors. 

The attention required to be paid to the various parts of the machin- +
ery and the use and management of tJhe different valves, pipes and con
nections. 

Starting and reversing arrangements and the remedy of any trouble 
arising the,refrom. 

The attention required for the operation and maintenance of the 
various parts of machinery. The use and management of valves, pipes, 
connections and safety devices employed. 

Enumeration and description of defects a-rising from working Of ma
chinery and the ,remedy for suclh defec.ts. 

Construction and management of auxiliary steam boilers and ma
chinery. 

ORAL EXAMINA/l'ION. 

The oral examination will be largely based upon the praclica1 know
ledge subjects of the examination and wili: include questions on the 
management of engines and boilers at sea; the duties of a watch keep
ing engineer; the work to be done to, engines, boilers and auxiliary ma
Cihinery in port and the periodical examinations of the working parts 
and how machinery and boiler casualties, which may occur at sea, may 
be prevented and remedied. 

DRAWING. 

Choice of two drawings. Time a-llowed - 3 hours. 
Candidates will be tested in their ability to apply the principles of 

projection and wit1 be asked l!o draw a p,lan, elevation or section or a 
combination of these views of a piece of marine machinery from in
formations supplied. 



-.� 

All the required information for the completion of the drawing will 
be given 111 the question paper. 

Made by the General Man&ger this 10th day of March, 1953. 

A. J. F. BUNNING, 
General Manager. 

Approved in Council this 2Znd day of April, 1953. 

(M.P. 114j49). 

J. C. MALONE,
Acting Clerk to the Executive Council. 
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